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“Our content is found by more of the right people than anyone else”

• In print since 1891
• Celebrating 122 years servicing the global milling industry
• For more information call: +44 1242 267700
• www.gfmt.co.uk
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INVESTED
IN PRINT 
MEDIA

COMMITTED  
TO A DIGITAL 

FUTURE

VISIBLETIMELY RELEVANT

PERENDALE PUBLISHERS LTD
We are publishers of Milling magazine first published in 1891.
Perendale publishes factual and useful information for the global milling industry, 
including in-depth articles and news related to milling technology.
Perendale’s titles reach key industry persons who will be your existing and potential 
customers, many of whom are business decision makers. Our reach to these important 
reader groups is continually growing as is our technology along with it.
We use up to the minute online and digital methods of distributing our publications in 
order to reach the widest possible circulation.
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PERENDALE PuBLIShERS LIMITED - WhAT WE STAND FOR

Vision & Mission
Vision – To be the preferred vehicle for aggregating and disseminating a range of technical and topical 
information related to industries and sectors we represent. 

Mission – Our mission is to utilise and/or develop, up-to-the-minute online and digital distribution 
platforms, based around our traditional print circulation, to disseminate informative articles, book 
reviews, events and technical information to your customers and potential customers interested in the 
subjects we address globally. 

Values
• We will provide regular feedback to our contributors, authors and advertisers to show the 

number of individuals who:  
 a) have viewed each article and  
 b) have sought to find this type of information

• We will demonstrate that there is a ROI (return on investment) in advertising with one or all of 
our publications, by providing third-party analytics 

• We will document exhibitions, conferences and events we attend to demonstrate the reach of the 

printed magazine within the various sectors we cover

TIMELY - VISIBLE - RELEVANT

Our unique selling point
At Perendale Publishers Limited we recognise that all companies, large and small, have limited marketing 
and advertising budgets and therefore we are keen to deliver the highest possible ROI. By combining 
a blend of traditional print marketing skills in tandem with online and digital opportunities, Perendale 
reaches key industry persons who will be your existing and potential customers, many of whom are 
business decision makers. Our reach to these important reader groups is expanding rapidly as is our 
technology along with it. 

We are tasked with marketing our clients’ advertising materials to niche audiences by placing those 
materials in front of individuals who have an interest in their products.

We achieve this in the following ways:

• Traditionally in print direct to our subscribers, to exhibition and conference attendees and to 
additional controlled circulation readers 

• Through our online monthly email newsletters and our website editions of the magazines

• Through our digital distribution networks, which promote separate on-topic features against which 
advertisements are placed for a minimum of five years

• Via key B2B social and business websites which inform target markets of reader-relevant content – 
and against which client advertisements appear

We guarantee
• To expose your advertisement to more people, more often and for much longer than anyone else

• That your advertisement will be found and redistributed to more of the right people 

• That your advertisement will be put in front of more of your target market than that achieved by 
any one of our competitors

• To deliver the industry’s maximum ROI based on your advertising spend 
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GRAIN AND FEED MILLING TEChNOLOGY  
GREATER ACCOuNTABILITY IN A DIGITAL WORLD

New horizons and reach for our clients’ products and services
Four years ago Perendale Publishers Limited took the bold decision to rip up its traditional rate card 
and media file which it had been sending to its advertisers and agencies with tedious repetition every 
year.

Why?
Like most rate cards the only thing that really changed every year was the increase in prices. Little 
change took place in terms of readership and circulation numbers. So-called independent audit bureaus 
continue to stick to an archaic system of poking a finger skyward and conjuring up a set of figures that 
‘officially’ allow publishers to make bold statements about their circulation and readership.

Here at Perendale we knew the claim that 5.9 people read each distributed print magazine we 
published was at best nebulous, and in a worst case scenario impossible to quantify outside the of 
extrapolation of survey results. We believe it is virtually impossible in this digital age to accurately 
measure the physical readership of remotely placed print publications. We needed to act; we needed 
to embrace the burgeoning digital revolution taking place within our industry to understand who reads 
our content when and where.

We feel we have done the right thing by focusing our resources on being fully accountable for 
the distribution of our digital content; and our advertisers, new and existing, certainly think so too. 
Perendale sales have quadrupled over the past four years and the number of advertisers using our 
services has more than doubled as a result - quite impressive and something our clients wish to 
continue with.

So how have we achieved this?
Quite simply by making a virtue of distribution, recognising the importance of reaching the right 
readership on behalf of our advertising clients and reporting those results back to our customers - 
whether good or bad. We have done this by accepting and adding the dimensions of transparency, 
real time statistical analysis and accountability for the services we offer (reporting via our independent, 
transparent CVAS).

Whilst we, like our competitors, still rely on an average print circulation and reader count, we now have 
transparency for all of our digital output. Digital reporting now shows our verifiable readership at some 
15 times higher on average than the audited print readership.

We have in place a set of proprietary technical processes that far exceed the reach of our competitors; 
opportunities that have not been made available by magazine publishers in the past. We feel our 
extensive digital offering with its associated transparent reporting (that you can check at any time via a 
unique user name and password to access statistics compiled for each of your advertisements placed - 
please request login details), will deliver relevant and continuous exposure long after the same display 
advertisement in alternative print publications have been ‘filed’.

The flow chart on the following pages outlines and explains how advertising with Perendale is now the 
only way to reach a real and verifiable audience.

GFMT’S PPLAPP - OuR WEB APPLICATION FOR MILLERS ON ThE MOVE

PPLAPP stands for Perendale Publishers Ltd App.  It ties together all of our activities 
in one mobile application, making it easy to stay informed while on the move. The 
PPLAPP is the place to find all the company listings for the International Milling 
Directory, our Events Register, news services and the BioMarine Resources Directory. 
It also links to our blogs and the online versions of all our magazines in mobile and 
tablet friendly formats. Now you can read our content wherever you are. Now you 
can read our content wherever you are - and an ideal medium to advertise on (ask 
our sales team for more information).
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GRAIN & FEED MILLING TEChNOLOGY

Grain & Feed Milling Technology magazine reflects a passion for milling and 
excitement about new technology. The magazine has a fantastic reputation 
owing in part to its rich heritage since it was first published in 1891 under 
the name Milling.

Today our readers are located all over the world and we reflect this global 
scope in out features and news items. From our roots in the flour and feed 
mills of the British Isles, we write for a global audience on issues that span 

the supply chain to the equipment manufacturers and service suppliers who support them. 

Each issue invites a leading industry figure to act as guest editor and lend their specific expertise to the 
magazine. 

Grain & Feed Milling Technology is available in print and across a range of online platforms, making it 
easy for readers to find our content no matter where they are.

GFMT’S CIRCULATION

GFMT ADVERTISEMENT VIEWS (AverAge Per editiOn)

 GFMT Newsletter 16,400

 GFMT Printed magazine 21,000

 GFMT Online magazine 2,600

 GFMT Online features 13,400

Total views per advertisement/issue 53,400

GFMT REGIONAL DISTRIBuTION

 Europe 55%

 Asia 16%

 Americas 13%

 Africa 14%

 Oceania 1%

 Other 1%

GFMT BuSINESS SECTOR READERShIP

 Feed, flour, rice, cereal millers 43%

 Rice and grain facilities 22%

 Feed ingredient buyers & formulators 15%

 Storage, transport and handling 10%

 Government departments 3%

 Commodity brokers 3%

 Associations/organisations 2%

 Other 2%
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MESSAGE LIQUIDITY
As the relationship between a publisher and advertiser grows so does the asset value of the accumulated content 
the publisher has to distribute this content on the advertisers behalf. The asset value of accumulated content 
converts into message liquidity as an advertisers advertisment/content inventory grows.There are no realistic print 
equivalents to this benefit.

MESSAGE 
LIquIDITY

LONGEVITY
Longevity has two distinct and important benefits. The first is ubiquity; the ability of an advertisers message to be seen and 
found, often over a long period of time.During say a five year period one advertisement or article allied to the advertisers 
product/service may be seen tens of thousands of times. Perendale guarantees a minimum five years shelf and distribution 
life for each advertisement The second is trust. Long term word of mouth and social messaging helps build the brands trust 
and stability, strengths that consumers are actively seeking. Print equivalents are negligible.

LONGEVITY

IMPULSE ENGAGEMENT
The opportunity for the consumer to impulsively, actively and sometimes immediately engage with an advertiser or product/
service. By comparison, print media offers limited opportunities for impulse engagement.IMPuLSE 

ENGAGEMENT

MULTIPLE COMMS
Multiple Communications opportunities abound with digital media; offering the ability to create live links to product/service 
information, specified sales teams, upcoming events and much more. Print media does not create the same impulse or multi-
response options. 

MuLTIPLE 
COMMS

PURCHASE IMPULSE
For advertisers wishing to engage immediately with purchasing consumers the benefits of impulse purchase options are 
incalculable. Campaigns designed to breadcrumb trail consumers through to a ‘buy’ option offer strong ROI and conversion 
rates.Purchase impulse also sits strongly with the Longevity elements outlined here.

PuRChASE 
IMPuLSE

SUBLIMINAL BRANDING
Bringing together the strongest elements of all the constituent parts of Perendale’s Client Benefits; brand building (and 
maintaining) is a key focus of many businesses. A combination of longevity, trust and transparency are all major by-products 
of ubiquitous messaging.

SuBLIMINAL 
BRANDING

BLANKET ON-TOPIC EXPOSURE
Perendale has nearly five years experience of digital message/content and product placement. Our advanced, and in many 
cases groundbreaking methods of getting your message in front of not just a large amount of readers, but in front of the 
‘right’ targeted audience you are seeking is unique in the industry.We are constantly creating new and innovative ways of 
carrying your message to an even larger audience.

CLIENT 
BENEFITS

SEEK AGENTS: Advetisments/content found by using search enginesSeek agents

Find agents FIND AGENTS: Advisements/content found by using social and business networks 
and third party distribution channels.

CVAS / TRANSPARENT REPORTING

PERENDALE
CLIENT

BLANkET  
ON-TOPIC 
ExPOSuRE
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2013 EDITORIAL PROFILE:  
GRAIN & FEED MILLING TEChNOLOGY (GFMT)

Each issue of GFMT will contain: Book Reviews > The Global Miller > People > Industry Interview > 
Columns by leading industry experts > News and events

Editions
ISSuE 1 
January-February

ISSuE 2 
March-April

ISSuE 3 
May-June Editions

ISSuE 4 
July-August

ISSuE 5 
September-October

ISSuE 6 
November-December

deadline
editorial: 17/12/2012

Advertising: 31/1/2013

editorial: 15/2/2013

Advertising: 31/3/2013

editorial: 17/4/2013

Advertising: 31/5/2013
deadline

editorial: 17/6/2013

Advertising: 31/7/2013

editorial: 16/8/2013

Advertising: 30/9/2013

editorial: 18/10/2013

Advertising: 31/11/2013

Issue Focus: Rice & Pasta Milling Supply Chain Issues Explosion Prevention Issue Focus:
Health & Safety in the 
Working Environment

Packaging & Labelling Cereals

Storage 
Technology

Silos (feed) Pest Control (food) Packaging (feed) Storage Technology Mycotoxins(food) Handling/Weighing (feed) Packaging (food)

Equipment 
Technology

Hammer Mills and Grinding 
(food)

Cooler/Dryers (feed) Extrusion (food)
Equipment 
Technology

Pelleting (feed)
Quality Control and Laboratory 
Services (food)

Extrusion (feed)

Nutritional 
Technology

Enzymes Additives for flour (food) Vitamins and Premixes
Nutritional 
Technology

Micro Ingredients Amino Acids and Premixes Trace Mineral Elements

Global 
Commodities  

Report
Wheat Oilseeds Coarse Grains

Global 
Commodities  

Report

Protein Sources and Fishmeal 
Replacement

Energy Sources Fishmeal

Transportation 
Technology 

 Transportation to the mill Handling/Weighing Transportation in the mill
Transportation 

Technology 
Sieving/Sifting Traceability Delivery from the mill

Maintenance 
Technology

Dies/Pellet machine Preventative Maintenance Rollers
Maintenance 
Technology

Spares/Replacement Parts
Role of the mill’s maintenance 
manager

Training

SPECIAL 
PROMOTION 

Events Focus:

Distribution 
& Show Wrapper 

Opportunities

(Note: New 
events are added 

to our listings 
throughout the 

year. More events 
will be added 

as they are 
announced.)

Storage and Discharge of 
Powders and Bulk Solids 
5th - 7th March 2013 
University of greenwich, UK

VIV Asia 2013 
13th - 15th March 2013 
Bangkok, thailand

Sinar Agri & Food Exhibition 
- Makassar 
14th - 17th March 2013 
Cengkareng, indonesia 

AGRA Middle East  
26th - 28th March 2013 
dubai, UAe

Storage and Discharge of 
Powders and Bulk Solids 
5th - 7th March 2013 
University of greenwich, UK

IDMA 
4th - 7th April 2013  
istanbul, turkey

Dust Explosions – how to 
demonstrate DSEAR/ATEx 
Compliance 
17th April 2013  
University of greenwich, UK

117th Annual IAOM, 
International Association of 
Operative Millers 
29th April 13 - 3rd May 2013 
Ontario, Canada

PRODuCT ShOWCASE

4th Grains Conference – Focus 
on wheat, rice, pulses, sugar, 
oilseeds and coarse grains  
1st - 2nd May 2013 
new delh, india

Practical Powder Characterisation 
and Sampling for Industry  
21st - 23rd May 2013 
University of greenwich, UK

VIV Russia 2013  
22nd - 24th May, 2013 
Moscow, russia

3rd International Symposium on 
Gluten Free Cereal Products and 
Beverages  
12th - 14th June 2013 
vienna, Austria 

VIV Turkey 2013 
13th - 15th June 2013 
istanbul, turkey

Institute of Food Technologists 
Annual Meeting and Food Expo  
13th - 16th July 2013 
Chicago, USA

Livestock Philippines 2013 
– International Livestock 
Nutrition, health And 
Production & Meat Industry 
Show  
7th - 9th August 2013 
Manila, Philippines

SPECIAL 
PROMOTION 

Events Focus:

Distribution 
& Show Wrapper 

Opportunities

(Note: New events 
are added to our 

listings throughout 
the year. More 
events will be 

added as they are 
announced.)

2014 EVENTS CALENDAR 
 

Livestock Asia 2013 - Asia’s 
International Feed, Livestock 
& Meat Industry Show  
24th - 26th September 2013 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

64th JTIC International 
Meeting 
25th - 26th September 2013 
reims, France

Overview of Particulate 
handling Technology 
1st - 3rd October 2013 
University of greenwich, UK

International Baking Industry 
Exposition, IBIE 2013 
6th - 9th October 2013 
Las vegas Convention Center, 
USA

COMPANY PROFILES

For information regarding 
editorial please contact 
Alice Neal

Tel: +44 1242 267707 
Email: alicen@gfmt.co.uk
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EDITORIAL

2013 EDITORIAL PROFILE:  
GRAIN & FEED MILLING TEChNOLOGY (GFMT)

Each issue of GFMT will contain: Book Reviews > The Global Miller > People > Industry Interview > 
Columns by leading industry experts > News and events

Editions
ISSuE 1 
January-February

ISSuE 2 
March-April

ISSuE 3 
May-June Editions

ISSuE 4 
July-August

ISSuE 5 
September-October

ISSuE 6 
November-December

deadline
editorial: 17/12/2012

Advertising: 31/1/2013

editorial: 15/2/2013

Advertising: 31/3/2013

editorial: 17/4/2013

Advertising: 31/5/2013
deadline

editorial: 17/6/2013

Advertising: 31/7/2013

editorial: 16/8/2013

Advertising: 30/9/2013

editorial: 18/10/2013

Advertising: 31/11/2013

Issue Focus: Rice & Pasta Milling Supply Chain Issues Explosion Prevention Issue Focus:
Health & Safety in the 
Working Environment

Packaging & Labelling Cereals

Storage 
Technology

Silos (feed) Pest Control (food) Packaging (feed) Storage Technology Mycotoxins(food) Handling/Weighing (feed) Packaging (food)

Equipment 
Technology

Hammer Mills and Grinding 
(food)

Cooler/Dryers (feed) Extrusion (food)
Equipment 
Technology

Pelleting (feed)
Quality Control and Laboratory 
Services (food)

Extrusion (feed)

Nutritional 
Technology

Enzymes Additives for flour (food) Vitamins and Premixes
Nutritional 
Technology

Micro Ingredients Amino Acids and Premixes Trace Mineral Elements

Global 
Commodities  

Report
Wheat Oilseeds Coarse Grains

Global 
Commodities  

Report

Protein Sources and Fishmeal 
Replacement

Energy Sources Fishmeal

Transportation 
Technology 

 Transportation to the mill Handling/Weighing Transportation in the mill
Transportation 

Technology 
Sieving/Sifting Traceability Delivery from the mill

Maintenance 
Technology

Dies/Pellet machine Preventative Maintenance Rollers
Maintenance 
Technology

Spares/Replacement Parts
Role of the mill’s maintenance 
manager

Training

SPECIAL 
PROMOTION 

Events Focus:

Distribution 
& Show Wrapper 

Opportunities

(Note: New 
events are added 

to our listings 
throughout the 

year. More events 
will be added 

as they are 
announced.)

Storage and Discharge of 
Powders and Bulk Solids 
5th - 7th March 2013 
University of greenwich, UK

VIV Asia 2013 
13th - 15th March 2013 
Bangkok, thailand

Sinar Agri & Food Exhibition 
- Makassar 
14th - 17th March 2013 
Cengkareng, indonesia 

AGRA Middle East  
26th - 28th March 2013 
dubai, UAe

Storage and Discharge of 
Powders and Bulk Solids 
5th - 7th March 2013 
University of greenwich, UK

IDMA 
4th - 7th April 2013  
istanbul, turkey

Dust Explosions – how to 
demonstrate DSEAR/ATEx 
Compliance 
17th April 2013  
University of greenwich, UK

117th Annual IAOM, 
International Association of 
Operative Millers 
29th April 13 - 3rd May 2013 
Ontario, Canada

PRODuCT ShOWCASE

4th Grains Conference – Focus 
on wheat, rice, pulses, sugar, 
oilseeds and coarse grains  
1st - 2nd May 2013 
new delh, india

Practical Powder Characterisation 
and Sampling for Industry  
21st - 23rd May 2013 
University of greenwich, UK

VIV Russia 2013  
22nd - 24th May, 2013 
Moscow, russia

3rd International Symposium on 
Gluten Free Cereal Products and 
Beverages  
12th - 14th June 2013 
vienna, Austria 

VIV Turkey 2013 
13th - 15th June 2013 
istanbul, turkey

Institute of Food Technologists 
Annual Meeting and Food Expo  
13th - 16th July 2013 
Chicago, USA

Livestock Philippines 2013 
– International Livestock 
Nutrition, health And 
Production & Meat Industry 
Show  
7th - 9th August 2013 
Manila, Philippines

SPECIAL 
PROMOTION 

Events Focus:

Distribution 
& Show Wrapper 

Opportunities

(Note: New events 
are added to our 

listings throughout 
the year. More 
events will be 

added as they are 
announced.)

2014 EVENTS CALENDAR 
 

Livestock Asia 2013 - Asia’s 
International Feed, Livestock 
& Meat Industry Show  
24th - 26th September 2013 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

64th JTIC International 
Meeting 
25th - 26th September 2013 
reims, France

Overview of Particulate 
handling Technology 
1st - 3rd October 2013 
University of greenwich, UK

International Baking Industry 
Exposition, IBIE 2013 
6th - 9th October 2013 
Las vegas Convention Center, 
USA

COMPANY PROFILES

GROWING GLOBAL REACh OF GFMT
The growing global reach of Grain and Feed Milling Technology magazine was 
further advanced in print in 2012. 

By mid-2012 GFMT had increased it’s circulation significantly by adopting the 
following two courses of action:

1) Each edition from May 2012 has been translated into Spanish for the 
Latin American market. GFMT Spanish is distributed out of Argentina 
through all the key Latin American milling and grain-related events and to 
a growing list of key South American feed and flour millers

2) Perendale Publishers partnered with the Indian publishers of Wheat 
Update - Assocom-India Pvt Ltd - in June 2012 and now prints GFMT in 
India to reach the entire flour milling industry that meets the needs of 
the world’s second largest country at 1.2 billion people. This is in addition 
to GFMT’s current readership in the feed and rice milling sectors within 
India

3) Perendale Publishers has developed the milling industry’s first Events 
Register where all international and regional events are listed. By 
partnering with event organisers, copies of GFMT reach visitors to most 
of the key milling, food and feed shows, conferences and events around 
the globe each year.

IPPE 2014  
international Production 
and Processing expo 
January 2014 
Atlanta, USA

For information regarding 
editorial please contact 
Alice Neal

Tel: +44 1242 267707 
Email: alicen@gfmt.co.uk
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ADVERTISING RATES:  
GRAIN & FEED MILLING TEChNOLOGY

The prices below apply to Grain & Feed Milling Technology magazines in 2013.

Advert size Price £UK

Double Page £4,185

Placing a display advertisement in GFMT delivers more than it has in the 
past due to the online, web and digital options that Perendale has now 
made available. 

Please call our sales team for details on our distribution developments to 
see how we can help you ‘market’ your advertisement and deliver the best 
return for your budgeted spend within our sector. Our team will be happy 
to make a tailor made package for you.

Full Page £2,999

Mini Page £2,216

Half Page £1,678

Third Page £1,137

Quarter Page £920

Eighth Page £672

GFMT is published six times per year.  Advertisers are encouraged to place more than one advertisement per 
issue to take advantage of our reach based on our unique content distribution strategy (see page 11).

Full page

210mm by 297mm 
+ 3mm bleed on 

all edges

Mini  
page

130mm by 180mm

half page 
horizontal

190mm by 132mm

half page 
vertical

90mm by 270mm

One third 
horizontal

190mm by 73mm

One third 
vertical

60mm by 270mm

quarter page 
horizontal

190mm by 58mm

quarter page  
standard

90mm by 132mm

quarter page 
vertical

47mm by 270mm

Eighth  
page

90mm by 58mm

MEChANICAL DETAILS

Advertising materials can be supplied by email in digital formats such as InDesign, Photoshop or as 

a high-resolution pdf. We provide ftp access for larger files.

• All fonts and graphics must be included with open files

• Embedded fonts in pdfs

• All images in CMYK (spot colour can be arranged at extra cost)

• Request our print preferences for creating pdf files

• We cannot guarantee colour calibration

• All images must be supplied at 300 dpi plus

RATES & 
DETAILS
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ADDITIONAL ADVERTISING OPPORTuNITIES

Premium positions attract an additional charge of £294

Product Showcase entry (May/June edition) £353

Classified - Standard size: 42mm by 40mm (other sizes available, please call for information) £636

2013 Events Planner - Size 841mm by 594mm (July/August 2012) £430

Company Profiles (November/December edition) £353

WEB ADVERTISING 

www.gfmt.co.uk

Our magazines are a regular reference 
point for our readers and others 
interested in the industry in general.

  

Size Location
6 

months
12  

months

Page banner
(760px by 95px)

Home page £1,398 £2,396

Normal page £1,255 £1,898

Page Tower
(260px x430px)

Home page £1360 £2,413

Normal page £1,298 £2,195

Page quad
(260px x 75px)

Home page £968 £1,825

Normal page £827 £1,398

Page banner
(760px by 95px)

Page Tower
(260px by 430px)

Page quad
(260px by 75px)

A BIG 
THANK YOU

ADDITIONAL  
ADVERTISER BENEFITS

In recognition of your support, we are 
rewarding all our 2013 advertisers 
spending over UK£15,000 with us in 
GFMT, the following services free-of-
charge:

• One blog per month, in The 
Global Miller from information 
supplied. (Our blog is read by 
over 6000 industry followers each 
month)

• We will place and manage QRs 
against your press releases and 
other published materials (that 
can be re-pointed to up-to-date 
urls at any time)

• Receive multiple magazines of 
each edition your advertisement 
appears (up to a maximum of 10) 
mailed to one address 

•  Have your advertisement placed 
for free in our online Show 
Preview-Reviews Editions and 
on the Show Wrappers for each 
of our key shows where your 
company exhibits in 2013 

DISCOuNTS AVAILABLE ON 
SChEDuLED ADVERTISEMENTS  

 
(hERE AT GFMT WE REWARD LOYALTY AND CONTINuITY)

Discounts are available on all schedule adverts booked 

1 issue zero percent plus a Classified Advertisement plus a bespoke company page  
  on the GFMT website with your logo

2 issues 2.5% as per 1 issue above

3 issues 5% all above plus company logo in PPLAPP, our mobile application directory

4 issues 10%  as per 3 issues above

5 issues 15% all above plus a Product Showcase entry in our March/April 2013 .issue

6 issues 25% all above plus a company profile in our November/December 2013 issue

  

Online advert 5% 

Purchase any online banner or tower advert and receive a further 5% discount off all your scheduled 
package purchases

•   Discounts are only given when a schedule of print or online adverts are confirmed at the same 
time as one group order (Note. Each item will only be invoiced in the month of publication, on 
publication) 

•   Discounts will not be given on additional adhoc sales  



www.gfmt.co.uk
www.gfmt.blogspot.co.uk
www.global-milling.com
www.perendale.co.uk

Sophia Pang
Sales executive, Asia Pacific
+44 1242 267703
sophiap@perendale.co.uk

Lee Bastin
Sales executive 
european & north America sales
+44 1242 267703
leeb@perendale.co.uk

Darren Parris
Sales executive 
european & north America sales
+44 1242 267703
darrenp@perendale.co.uk

MEET ThE PERENDALE SALES TEAM

Perendale Publishers Ltd

7 St George’s Terrace

St James’ Square

Cheltenham

GL50 3PT 

United Kingdom

tel: +44 1242 267700

Fax: +44 1242 267701

email: info@perendale.co.uk

Web: www.perendale.co.uk

Pablo Porcel de Peralta
Sales executive, Latin America
+54 2352 427376
pablop@perendale.co.uk

Ivan Marquetti
Sales executive, Latin America
+54 2352 427376
ivanm@perendale.co.uk

Nancy Yung
Sales executive 
China
+852 25916038
talenta1@netvigator.com

Tom Blacker
iMd Coordinator
+44 1242 267703
tomb@perendale.co.uk

ADVERTISING IN GRAIN AND FEED MILLING TEChNOLOGY MAGAzINE ALSO ALLOWS 
YOu TO REACh READERS ThROuGh OuR NEWS SERVICES

The Global Miller Blog
The Global Miller blog is the online companion to Grain & Feed Milling 
Technology magazine and the www.gfmt.co.uk website. While the bi-monthly 
magazine covers milling technology issues in depth, the Global Miller focuses on 
news and comments. Exploiting the benefits of an online platform, we post a mix 
of text, photos and videos on a daily basis.  The blog is also a great place to keep 
up-to-date with the numerous events and shows GFMT is involved with.

The Global Milling News Service
The Global Milling News service is Perendale Publishers Ltd’s ultimate online 
gateway into the milling world. Working alongside our family of grain and feed 
milling publications, each day the Global Milling News service scours the web 
to find the most interesting stories from the milling industry and then ranks 
the information retrieved into organised timely, visible and relevant (TVR) topic 
headings. This innovative service makes it easy for your potential customers to 
quickly find the information they are looking for on hundreds of topics related to 
milling and milling technology.

EXTRA, 
EXTRA -  

READ ALL 
ABOUT IT!

THE Global
Miller


